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Abstract  
 
  Extreme learning machine (ELM) as a neural network algorithm has shown its good performance, such as fast 
speed, simple structure etc, but also, weak robustness is an unavoidable defect in original ELM for blended data. We 
present a new machine learning framework called “LARSEN-ELM” for overcoming this problem. In our paper, we 
would like to show two key steps in LARSEN-ELM. In the first step, preprocessing, we select the input variables 
highly related to the output using least angle regression (LARS). In the second step, training, we employ Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) based selective ensemble and original ELM. In the experiments, we apply a sum of two sines and 
four datasets from UCI repository to verify the robustness of our approach. The experimental results show that 
compared with original ELM and other methods such as OP-ELM, GASEN-ELM and LSBoost, LARSEN-ELM 
significantly improve robustness performance while keeping a relatively high speed. 
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1. Introduction 
 
One reason why feed-forward neural networks 
are rarely used in the industry or real-time area is 
that networks need large amounts of time and 
training data to perform well. When looking into 
the question carefully, we had to face two 
challenging issues over the past few decades: first, 
why was the computation of neural network so slow?  
And second, how to solve the bottleneck in the 
applications [1]? The primary reasons may be:  
firstly, many parameters need to be tuned manually 
in several layers [2,3]. Secondly, it needs to repeat 
learning several times in order to form a good mode 
like BP-algorithm [4,5].  
Recently, Guang-Bin Huang et al. proposed a 
novel learning algorithm called extreme learning 
machine (ELM) which has a faster speed and higher 
generalization performance [6,7]. As an emerging  
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algorithm, ELM was originally evolved from 
single hidden layer feed-forward networks (SLFN), 
which was extended to the generalized one by 
Huang et al. later. The essence of ELM can be 
concluded into two main aspects: on the one hand, 
the input weights and the hidden layer biases of the 
SLFN can be assigned randomly, which need not to 
be tuned manually. On the other hand, the output 
weights of the SLFN are computed by the 
generalized inverse of the hidden layer output 
matrix because it is simply treated as a linear 
network [1]. For the performance of ELM, it tends 
to reach not only the smallest training error but also 
the smallest norm of output weights. Huang et al. 
have investigated the interpolation capability and 
universal approximation capability of ELM, then 
completely studied the kernel based ELM which 
can be applied in regression, binary and multi- label 
classification tasks. For equalization problems, 
ELM based complex-valued neural networks using 
fully complex activation function have attracted 
considerable attention [8]. What’s more, many other 
  
forms of ELM also develop very fast. The online 
sequential ELM is a simple but efficient learning 
algorithm which handles both additive and RBF 
nodes in the unified framework [9]. Although the 
incremental ELM (I-ELM) has no parameters for 
users to set except the maximum network 
architecture and the expected accuracy, I-ELM 
outperforms other learning algorithms, including 
support vector regression, stochastic 
gradient-descent BP in generalization performance 
and learning speed as well [10]. Frénay and 
Verleysen studied the kernel implementation of 
ELM in the complex space. Their contribution has 
shown that ELM could work for the conventional 
SVM and its variants, in addition, it could achieve 
better generalization [11]. Besides, Rong et al. 
presented a method called P-ELM as ELM 
classifier network [12]. 
Although, ELM has shown its good 
performance in real applications, such as fast speed, 
simple structure etc. However, many researchers 
pay more attention on the robustness of ELM 
caused by irrelevant input variables nowadays. 
Miche and Lendasse et al. proposed a pruning 
extreme learning machine called OP-ELM 
(Optimal-Pruned ELM) [13,14], improving the 
robustness of ELM and achieving greater accuracy 
due to its variables selection that removes the 
possibly irrelevant variables from blended data 
[14,15]. However, the OP-ELM does not work very 
well in high dimensional problems. Thus, we 
investigate the idea that a neural network ensemble 
may enhance the robustness of ELM, because 
Hansen and Salamon have shown that the 
performance of a single network can be improved 
using an ensemble of neural networks with a 
plurality consensus scheme [16]. The ELM 
ensemble was proposed by Sun et al. [17]. The 
resulting ensemble has a better generalization 
performance, and significantly improves the 
robustness of ELM while keeping high speed. 
However, if the raw data is blended with irrelevant 
input variables, for example gaussian noise [18,19], 
the ELM ensemble using the technique of weighted 
average does not work well any more. Under the 
assumption of independent ensemble components, 
Zhou at al. suggested that ensemble several models 
may be better than ensemble all of them, and a 
selective neural network ensemble based on genetic 
algorithm (GASEN) was proposed later. The 
selective ensemble utilizes fewer but better 
individual models to ensemble, which achieves 
stronger generalization ability. However, the 
GASEN is much slower than other ensemble 
algorithms in computation because it employs 
genetic algorithm to select an optimum set of 
individual networks. 
Inspired by these observation, for blended data 
[20], we hope to create a new method, which not 
only keeps high speed, but also improves 
robustness performance. So a new approach called 
LARSEN-ELM is proposed in this paper. Our 
approach consists of two stages: First we employ 
least angle regression (LARS) to select the targeted 
inputs highly related to the outputs [21]. Then, we 
train several independent ELM models and select 
an optimal set using genetic algorithm to constitute 
an ensemble [22,23]. We choose a sum of two sines 
and four datasets from UCI repository [24] to verify 
the new method and compare it with ELM and 
other popular algorithms such as OP-ELM, 
GASEN-BP(GASEN), GASEN-ELM and Least 
Squares Boosting (LSBoost). In our experiments, 
the new method turns out to be more robust than 
ELM while keeping relatively high speed. However, 
the robustness performance is improved at the cost 
of space because selective ensemble initially needs 
amounts of independent ELMs. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2, we present basic knowledge about 
ELM, In Section 3, LARS selection, Genetic 
Algorithm based Selective Ensemble and our new 
method (LASEN-ELM) are analyzed individually. 
In Section 4, several experiments on ELM. 
OP-ELM, GASEN-BP, GASEN-ELM, 
LARSEN-ELM, and a kind of boosting algorithm 
called Least Squares Boosting(LSBoost) are 
reported. In Section 5, we present our discussions 
which come from the performance of the new 
method. Finally in Section 6, conclusions on the 
new research direction are presented and several 
issues for future work are indicated.  
 
2. Extreme Learning Machine 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. The structure of ELM 
 
  Guang-Bin Huang et al. raised a neural network 
algorithm called Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) 
[25,26], which takes full advantage of single-hidden 
layer feed-forward networks(SLFNs) to reduce the 
time of computation. It performs at fast learning 
speed and has a high generalization, both in 
regression problem and pattern recognition. Figure 
1 reveals the structure of ELM. From the figure, we 
obviously note that ELM consists of one input layer, 
one hidden layer, and one output layer. The key to 
this structure is that the hidden layer needs not to be 
tuned iteratively [6,26], that is, the parameters of 
the hidden nodes which include input weights and 
biases can be randomly generated, so the problem 
boils down to the computation of output weights 
solved by the generalized inverse of the hidden 
layer output matrix. Compared with traditional 
learning algorithms, ELM has a simple structure 
and its learning speed is much faster than anything 
else. Hence, the ELM algorithm is popular among 
researchers [27-30]. 
  For N  arbitrary distinct samples 
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ii RRtx ),( , the model of SLFN with L  
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ia  
is the weight of the ith  input node,  
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is the threshold of the ith  hidden node, jx  is 
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It can also be equivalent to the following equation: 
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H  [12,27] is addressed as the hidden layer output 
matrix of the SLFNs. Hence, when the parameters 
),( ii ba  of the hidden layer of SLFNs are randomly 
generated, H  matrix can be obtained given the 
training samples available, so the output weights 
  can be obtained as follows: 
TH     (6) 
Where H  is the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse of H  matrix [28,29]. So, after randomly 
generated, the hidden nodes parameters  ii ba ,  
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remain fixed. The output weights matrix   can be 
obtained easily by the least-square method [30,31]. 
The algorithm ELM can be as follows: 
 
Algorithm 1. ELM: Given a training set 
},,1,,),{( NiRtRxtxN mi
d
iii  , hidden 
node output function ),,( xbaG ii , and hidden node 
number L , 
Step 1: Randomly generate input weights ia  and 
biases ib , Li ,,1 . 
Step 2: Calculate the hidden layer output matrix 
H . 
Step 3: Calculate the output weight vector  : 
TH  . 
 
3. Selective Ensemble of ELM using LARS for 
Blended Data 
 
3.1 LARS Selection 
 
  Least Angle Regression (LARS) is introduced to 
handle variables selection for regression problems 
[31], which provides us the ranking of possible 
input variables. It is also a special case of 
Multiresponse Sparse Regression (MRSR) [21]. So 
based on MRSR[17,18], the first step of LARS 
selection ranks input variables by the degree related 
to the outputs, and the second step addresses the 
problem that how many input variables could be 
selected by the least mean square error between the 
prediction and expectation. 
   Suppose that the targets are indicated by matrix  
pnpttT  ]...[ 1 , regressors are indicated by matrix 
mnmxxX  ]...[ 1 . MRSR adds sequentially active 
regressors to the model so that the pn  matrix 
 kpkk yyY ...1  models the targets T  appropriately 
as equation (7) shows. 
kk XWY     (7) 
The pm  weight matrix kW  includes k  
nonzero rows at the beginning of the kth  step. 
LARS is MRSR in the situation of 1p , that is, 
MRSR is an extension of LARS. 
   Set 0k , initialize all elements of 0Y  and 
0W  to zero, and normalize both T  and X  to 
zero mean. The scales of the columns of T  and 
the columns of X  should be equal, which may 
differ between the matrices. A cumulative 
correlation between the jth  regressor jx  and the 
current residuals is defined as: 
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The formula measures the sum of absolute 
correlation between the residuals and regressors 
over all p  target variables at the beginning of the 
kth  step. Let kcmax  indicate the maximum 
cumulative correlation, and   indicates the 
maximum among the group of regressors. 
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j
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Let n  matrix   jjxX ...][...  be used to 
collect regressors which belong to  , so OLS 
(Ordinary Least Squares) estimation can be 
calculated by equation (10), and OLS estimation 
involves 1k  regressors at the kth  step. 
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A less greedy algorithm is defined by moving the 
MRSR estimation 
kY  toward the OLS estimation 
1kY , In contrast, the greedy forward selection adds 
regressors based on equation (8) and uses the OLS 
estimate (10). For example, in the direction 
kkk YYU  1 , we will not achieve it. The major 
step is potentially taken in the direction of 
kU  
  
until some 
jx , where j , has large cumulative 
correlation with the current residuals. The LARS 
estimate kY  is updated: 
)( 11 kkkkk YYYY       (11) 
To make the update, we should calculate the correct 
step size k  first. According to equation (10), we 
know: 
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When equation (13) and equation (14) are equal, a 
new regressor with index j  will come into the 
model. So this happens only if the step size is taken 
from the set j  which satisfies equation (15) as 
follows: 
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S  is the set of p2  sign vectors which is 1p  
size, and the elements of s  may be either 1 or 
1  . The correct choice is the smallest size among 
such positive steps, which updates equation (11). 
  jsomeforand jk  0min     (16) 
The weight matrix may be updated as follow: 
  11 1   kkkkk WWW   (17) 
1kW  is a sparse matrix of pm . So the 
parameters of selected regressors are shrunk by the 
equation (17). 
Algorithm 2. MRSR (LARS is MRSR in the 
situation of 1p ): Given a training set 
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Step 1: Calculate cumulative correlation: 
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Step 2: Update the MRSR estimate:  
)( 11 kkkkk YYYY     
Step 3: Update weight matrix: 
  11 1   kkkkk WWW   
Step 4: Get the ranking of input variables. 
 
3.2 Genetic Algorithm based Selective Ensemble 
 
3.2.1 Selective Ensemble 
 
Neural network ensemble is a learning paradigm 
where several networks are jointly used to solve 
problems. But it is not perfect just ensembling all 
individual neural networks. when the relationship 
between the generalization of ensemble network 
and the correlation of individual network is 
analyzed, Zhi-Hua Zhou et al. proposed a new 
method called selective ensemble. Firstly, we assign 
each network a weight which reflects its importance 
in set, then after evolutionary learning, we can 
ensemble a set of optimal networks whose weight is 
bigger than the threshold predefined previously. 
 
3.2.2 Genetic Algorithm 
 
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is designed to 
simulate evolutionary processes in the natural 
system, so the essence of GA is to search for a pool 
of candidate hypotheses and determine the best 
hypothesis. In GA, if the fitness is predefined as a 
numerical measure for specific problems, then a 
hypothesis leading to optimal fitness is defined as 
the “best hypothesis”. Although many 
implementations of GA are different in details, they 
all share a common structure as follows: The 
algorithm iteratively updates a pool of hypothesis 
called population. In each iteration, all members 
from the population are evaluated by the fitness 
function. Then we select the fittest individuals from 
current population to produce a new one. Some of 
  
selected individuals are directly added into the next 
generation population. Others are viewed as sources 
for generating new offspring individuals according 
to genetic methods such as crossover and mutation 
[33]. 
Algorithm 3. GA ),,,,( mrpFitnessFitness t  
Fitness : A function that assigns an evaluation score, 
given a hypothesis. 
tFitness : A threshold specifying the termination 
criterion. 
p : The number of hypotheses to be included in the 
population. 
r : The fraction of the population to be replaced by 
Crossover at each step. 
m : The mutation rate. 
Step 1: P ← initialize population: generate p  
hypotheses at random. 
Step 2: Evaluate: for each hypothesis ih  in P , 
compute )( ihFitness . 
Step 3: while   ti
h
FitnesshFitness max , do 
Create a new generation, denoted by SP : 
1. Select: probabilistically select  pr1  members 
of P  to be included in SP . The probability 
 ihPr  of selecting hypothesis ih  from P  is 
given by    
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2. Crossover: probabilistically select pr   pairs of 
hypotheses from SP , according to  ihPr  given 
above. For each pair  21,hh , produce two offspring 
by applying the Crossover operator. Add all 
offspring to SP . 
3. Mutate: choose m  percent of the members of 
SP , with uniform probability. For each, flip one 
randomly-selected bit in its representation. 
4. Update: P ← SP . 
5. Evaluate: for each hypothesis ih  in P , 
compute )( ihFitness . 
Step 4: Return the hypothesis ih  from P  that has 
the highest fitness. 
 
3.2.3 GASEN 
 
In selective ensemble, assuming that weight of the 
ith  individual network is i , then we get a weight 
vector ],...,,[ 21 Nw   , and i  satisfy 
equation (19) and (20). 
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In GASEN, we employ genetic algorithm to evolve 
an optimal weight vector optw  from a pool of 
different weight vector w  while selecting 
components of optw  by predefined threshold  . 
But it is notable that the sum of components of 
weight vector w  no longer satisfies equation (19) 
during evolution. So, only after we normalize the 
optimal weight vector, its components can be 
compared with predefined threshold. And the 
normalization of selective ensemble as follows: 

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Then, the output of selective ensemble is the 
  
average of those selected individual neural 
networks. The selective ensemble estimates a 
generalization error using a validation set. We use 
V
wEˆ  to express the goodness of w . Then obviously, 
the smaller VwEˆ  is, the better w  is. So, the 
selective ensemble uses V
wEwf
ˆ/1)(   as the 
fitness function during evolution. Finally, we can 
select the individuals with larger weight to compose 
an optimal ensemble. 
  The validation set can be generated in a variety 
of ways such as using an independent validation set, 
or generating repeat sampling from the training set. 
The selective ensemble uses a common approach to 
generate individual neural networks like bagging 
[32]. Supposing the whole original training set is S , 
and iS  is the validation set of individual neural 
network if  generated by repeatable sampling 
from S . iS  and S  are almost similar scale, then 
the data included in S  but not in iS  is indicated 
in equation (22). 
SS
N
N 368.0)
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Equation (21) shows that there is about 3/1  data 
in the training set S  not appearing in the 
validation set iS . Let us assume that iS  
consists 
of these data, so iS  is considered as the validation 
set of if  to assist training. In addition, since each 
network only uses a portion of data in S , so it can 
be used as the validation set during evolution. Of 
course, this can eliminate the extravagant demand 
for an additional validation set. 
 
3.3 LARSEN-ELM 
 
  Inspired by the observation to drawbacks of ELM, 
we hope to find an ensemble algorithm to improve 
the robustness performance of ELM because many 
could be better than one [34]. Zhao et al. proposed 
an algorithm called GASEN-ELM to enhance the 
effluent quality predictions [35,36]. However, the 
method does not work well for blended data 
because irrelevant variables still disturb the 
robustness performance of network. 
  We present a new approach called 
LARSEN-ELM in order to improve the robustness 
performance of ELM for blended data. It consists of 
two significant steps. In the step of preprocessing, 
we use LARS to select targeted inputs which are 
highly related to the outputs, then, in the step of 
training, we take advantage of selective ensemble to 
constitute a set of optimal network.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. LARSEN-ELM 
 
  Just as the Figure 2, blended data, coming into 
the system, will be filtered by LARS for eliminating 
noise data as much as possible. This step can 
improve the reliability of the original data, and the 
principle of LARS is described in section 3.1. The 
selected data will be sent to the different ELM 
models to train, and finally get the output by 
selective ensemble. On behalf of generating the 
ensemble ELM with smaller population but 
stronger robustness, we can utilize genetic 
algorithm to select an optimal subset from a set of 
available ELMs as Zhou et al. did. We can sample 
x  according to a probability distribution )(xp  
and the target output is y , and the output of the 
Output 
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ith  ELM is )(xf i . Initially, we assign random 
weights vector ],...,,[ 21 Nw   to the ensemble 
network where 
i  is the weight of the ith  
individual network. Besides
i meets the 
requirement of equation (19) (20). If we complete 
the selection of ensemble ELM models, the output 
is: 
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The error )(xEi  of the ith ELM on input x  and 
the error )(ˆ xE  of the ensemble on input x  are 
respectively: 
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Then the generalization error iE  of the ith  ELM 
on the distribution  xp  and the generalization 
error Eˆ  of the ensemble on the distribution  xp  
are respectively: 
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We define the correlation between the ith  ELM 
and the jth  as: 
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Apparently, ijC  satisfies equations (29) (30): 
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Based on equations (23) (25), we have: 
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Then consider equations (27), (28) and (31): 
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Since the optimal weight vector should minimize 
the generalization error Eˆ  of the ensemble, the 
optimal weight vector optw  can be represented as:  








 
 
N
i
N
j
ijji
w
opt CEw
1 1
minargˆminarg 

    (33) 
Let koptw .  be the kth  ( Nk ,...,2,1 ) element in the 
optimal weight vector. optw  can be solved by 
Lagrange multiplier [37], which satisfies:  
0
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(34) 
Equation (34) can be simplified into: 
 


N
kj
j
kjkopt C
1
.
    
(35) 
Since koptw .  satisfies equation (20), we can get: 


 




N
i
N
j
ij
N
j
kj
kopt
C
C
1 1
1
1
1
.     (36) 
Although equation (36) is enough to solve optw  in 
theory, it does not work well in practical 
applications because in the ensemble there are often 
several networks that are quite similar in 
performance, which leads the correlation matrix 
NNijC )(  of the ensemble to be an irreversible or 
ill-conditioned matrix (36). In order to estimate the 
fitness of the individuals in evolving population, we 
can use a validation dataset sampled from the 
  
training set. We can denote VwEˆ  to indicate the 
estimated generalization error of the ensemble 
corresponding to the individual w  on the 
validation data set V . Individual ELMs with larger 
weights than the threshold are selected to compose 
an optimal ensemble. Assuming that N  samples are 
generated from the training set, and each ELM is 
trained from training data, the ensemble output 
comes from the average output of the selective 
model. So finally, we can obtain the optimal 
ensemble ELM models using LARSEN-ELM for 
blended data. Above all, the pseudo code of 
LARSEN-ELM is organized as follows: 
Algorithm 4. LARSEN-ELM: Input: Training 
set },{ YX  (blended data) learner ELM, trials N , 
threshold  , 
Step 1: Preprocess },{ YX  using LARS to form 
}','{ YX . 
Step 2: For 1K  to N { 
    },{ kk YX  = samples from }','{ YX  
     Train individual ELM network by },{ kk YX  
     Calculate the predicted output preY } 
Step 3: Generate a population of weight vectors 
Step 4: Use selective ensemble to find the best 
weight vector optw . 
Step 5: Output:    preopt YwAveY  . 
 
4. Experiments 
 
  In this section, we present some experiments to 
verify whether LARSEN-ELM performs better on 
robustness than ELM and other popular approaches 
such as OP-ELM, GASEN-BP, GASEN-ELM, and 
a kind of boosting algorithm called Least Squares 
Boosting(LSBoost) while keeping a high speed for 
blended data.  
 
4.1 a sum of two sines with one irrelevant noise 
variable 
 
  The first case is a sum of two sines with one 
irrelevant noise variable, we provide 3 different 
irrelevant noise variables that all conform Gaussian 
distribution, such as  2,0N ,  1,0N ,  5.0,0N . A 
set of 2001 points are generated as original training 
data, also a set of 20001 points as original testing 
data. Initially, we blend the noise variable with raw 
data(training and testing data), and then using 
blended training data, we apply ELM and 
LARSEN-ELM to train networks separately and get 
the regression output by blended testing data as 
shown below. 
 Figure 3. Results with Gaussian noise  2,0N  
Figure 4. Results with Gaussian noise  1,0N  
  
Figure 5. Results with Gaussian noise  5.0,0N  
Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 plot 
qualitatively the contrastive performance of ELM 
and LARSEN-ELM on robustness. In Figure 3, it 
shows that the Gaussian noise highly disturbs the 
robustness of ELM but has little effects on 
LARSEN-ELM. What’s more, we can easily 
observe that the regression result deviates the 
tendency of the testing data in the ELM model, but 
the regression result keeps pace with the tendency 
of testing data in LARSEN-ELM model. The same 
things also occur in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Three 
comparative experiments commonly reflect that the 
robustness of LARSEN-ELM is better than the 
traditional ELM. 
 
4.2 four datasets from UCI machine learning 
repository 
 
  The second case consists of four types of datasets 
from the UCI machine learning repository. The first 
one is Boston Housing dataset which contains 506 
samples, including 13 input variables, and 1 output, 
this dataset is divided into a training set of 400 
samples and the rest for testing set. The second one 
is Abalone dataset, there are 7 continuous input 
variables and 1 discrete input variable and 1 
categorical attribute, and also it consists of 2000 
training examples and 2177 testing examples in our 
experiments. The third one is Red Wine dataset 
which contains 1599 samples, 11 input variables, 
and 1 output, the dataset is divided into a training 
set of 1065 samples and the rest for testing set. 
Finally, for fully verifying our algorithm, Waveform 
dataset is selected because the number of input 
variables in waveform dataset (21 input variables) 
is comparatively higher than the datasets pervious 
provided. 
 
Table 1 
Specification of the four types of datasets 
Task # variables # training # testing 
Boston Housing 13 400 106 
Abalone 8 2000 2177 
Red Wine 11 1065 534 
Waveform 21 3000 2000 
 
  Firstly, we randomly blend several irrelevant 
Gaussian variables with the raw input variables, 
then all the features of data are preprocessed into a 
similar scale. Secondly, we compare our 
LASEN-ELM against ELM, OP-ELM, GASEN-BP, 
GASEN-ELM, and LSBoost in blended datasets. In 
our experiments, the genetic algorithm employed by 
LASEN-ELM is implemented by the GAOT 
toolbox developed by Houck et al. The genetic 
operators including selection, crossover probability, 
mutation probability, and stopping criterion, are all 
set to the default values of GAOT. The first group 
of original data is blended with 7 irrelevant 
variables that all conform to the Gaussian 
distributions, such as  2,0N ,  1,0N ,  5.0,0N , 
 1.0,0N ,  005.0,0N ,  001.0,0N ,  0005.0,0N . 
To make the experiment convincing, the second 
group of original data is blended with 10 irrelevant 
Gaussian variables, such as   2,0N ,  1,0N , 
 5.0,0N ,  1.0,0N ,  05.0,0N ,  01.0,0N , 
 005.0,0N ,  001.0,0N ,  0005.0,0N , 
 0001.0,0N . The threshold   used by GASEN is 
set to 0.05, and the initial number of ensemble 
components is set to 20 because we refer to some 
authoritative papers like Generating Accurate and 
  
Diverse Members of a Neural-Network Ensemble 
(NIPS conference paper) [38] and Zhou’s paper 
(GASEN). In addition, if the number of hidden 
units is set to 50, we can get a better performance 
because in this point (50) the testing RMSE curve 
becomes flat and the learning time is less [39]. For 
each algorithm, we perform 5 runs and record the 
average mean squared error and the computation 
time as well. The experimental results are tabulated 
in the following tables.
 
Table 2  
Mean Square Error (MSE) for the 4 UCI datasets (7 irrelevant variables) 
Data set ELM OP-ELM GASEN-BP GASEN-ELM LARSEN-ELM LSBoost 
Boston Housing 33.9213 33.5064 26.7843 29.6033 20.8747 23.9058 
Abalone 5.8258 5.1276 4.4499 4.9694 4.4723 4.7395 
Red Wine 0.5092 0.4892 0.5277 0.4610 0.4407 0.5342 
Waveform 0.3859 0.3460 0.2492 0.3415 0.2884 0.3126 
    
Table 3  
Computation Time (seconds) for the 4 UCI datasets (7 irrelevant variables, units: seconds) 
Data set ELM OP-ELM GASEN-BP GASEN-ELM LARSEN-ELM LSBoost 
Boston Housing 0.0219 0.0938 102.9344 0.8219 0.7156 0.5313 
Abalone 0.0781 1.6406 323.4219 1.6781 1.5531 0.9938 
Red Wine 0.0250 0.2563 230.9625 1.0469 1.1031 0.6469 
Waveform 0.0750 1.6719 798.5875 1.7875 1.7750 1.5688 
   
Table 4  
Mean Square Error (MSE) for the 4 UCI datasets (10 irrelevant variables) 
Data set ELM OP-ELM GASEN-BP GASEN-ELM LARSEN-ELM LSBoost 
Boston Housing 33.5199 29.2905 27.5110 27.9480 22.3529 26.6808 
Abalone 6.3571 5.1661 4.4580 5.8050 4.5057 4.7786 
Red Wine 0.5011 0.5004 0.4986 0.4550 0.4506 0.5432 
Waveform 0.3802 0.3281 0.2601 0.3480 0.2715 0.3175 
 
Table 5  
Computation Time (seconds) for the 4 UCI datasets (10 irrelevant variables, units: seconds) 
Data set ELM OP-ELM GASEN-BP GASEN-ELM LARSEN-ELM LSBoost 
Boston Housing 0.0156 0.1031 125.6219 0.7625 0.7063 0.5438 
Abalone 0.0750 1.6281 413.1594 1.6406 1.5406 1.0938 
Red Wine 0.0281 0.3063 257.1688 1.0156 0.9750 0.6750 
Waveform 0.0656 1.6594 880.2188 1.8188 1.7750 1.6719 
 
Table 6  
Major Performance (MSE) comparison between new method and others (7 irrelevant variables) ( “>” means that new 
is better , “<” means that another is better)  
Data set New & ELM New & OP-ELM New & GASEN-BP New & GASEN-ELM New & LSBoost 
Boston Housing > 38.46% > 37.70% > 22.06% > 29.49% > 12.68%  
  
Abalone > 23.23% > 12.78% < 0.50% > 10.00% > 5.64%  
Red Wine > 13.45%  > 9.91%  > 16.49%  > 4.40%  >17.50%  
Waveform > 25.27%  > 16.65%  13.59% < > 15.56%  > 7.74%  
 
Table 7 
Minor Performance (Time) comparison between new method and others (7 irrelevant variables) ( “>” means that new 
is faster , “<” means that another is faster, units: seconds)  
Data set New & ELM New & OP-ELM New & GASEN-BP New & GASEN-ELM New & LSBoost 
Boston Housing 0.6937 < 0.6218 < > 102.2188 > 0.1063 0.1843 < 
Abalone 1.4750 < > 0.0875 > 321.8688 > 0.1250  0.5593 < 
Red Wine 1.0781< 0.8468 < > 229.8594 0.0562 < 0.4562 < 
Waveform 1.7000 < 0.1031 < > 796.8125 > 0.0125  0.2062 < 
 
Table 8  
Major Performance (MSE) comparison between new method and others (10 irrelevant variables) ( “>” means that new 
is better , “<” means that another is better) 
Data set New & ELM New & OP-ELM New & GASEN-BP New & GASEN-ELM New & LSBoost 
Boston Housing > 33.31% > 23.69% > 18.75% > 20.02% > 16.22%  
Abalone > 29.12% > 12.78% < 1.06% > 22.38% > 5.71%  
Red Wine >10.08% > 9.95% > 9.63% > 0.97% > 17.05%  
Waveform > 28.59% > 17.25% 4.20% < > 21.98% > 14.49%  
 
Table9 
Minor Performance (Time) comparison between new method and others (10 irrelevant variables) ( “>” means that new 
is faster , “<” means that another is faster, units: seconds)  
Data set New & ELM New & OP-ELM New & GASEN-BP New & GASEN-ELM New & LSBoost 
Boston Housing 0.6907 < 0.6218 < > 124.9156 > 0.0562 0.1625 < 
Abalone 1.4656 < > 0.0875 > 411.6188 > 0.1000  0.4468 < 
Red Wine 0.9469 < 0.6687 < > 256.1938 > 0.0406 0.3000 < 
Waveform 1.7094 < 0.1156 < > 878.4438 > 0.0438  0.1031 < 
  
From above tables, we show that the percentage of 
MSE (major performance) drops using our method 
compared with others, and also show the 
comparison in running time (minor performance) 
among these algorithms. It can be concluded that 
the major performance of LARSEN-ELM is 
significantly better than that of ELM for blended 
data but their minor performance has a small gap, 
which means that our method is better than ELM in 
robustness with relatively high speed. We believe 
the selective ensemble and LARS selection 
contribute directly to the result; It also indicates that 
our method is better than OP-ELM in robustness 
because of selective ensemble technique. Although 
the new method is slightly worse than GASEN-BP 
in robustness, it saves a large amount of time. We 
believe ELM speeds up the training process; The 
new method performs better than GASEN-ELM 
because LARS definitely enhances the proportion 
of relevant inputs; Last but not least, the new 
method is obviously better than LSBoost which 
represents the classical ensemble methods on 
robustness with relatively high speed. From the 
above analysis, we believe that LARSEN-ELM can 
balance the robustness and speed effectively. 
  The following two observations are interesting. 
  
Firstly, for Boston housing data with 7 irrelevant 
variables, the rate between the relevant and 
irrelevant variables is 13:7, and for Abalone data, 
the rate is 8:7, after LARS selection, for the Boston 
housing case, all selected input variables are from 
original dataset; For the Abalone case, 66% of 
selected input variables comes from original dataset, 
also the percentage of selected input variables 
coming from original dataset increases for both red 
wine dataset and waveform dataset. We find that 
LARS selection effectively improves the correlation 
between input variables and output variables, which 
largely benefit the robustness performance for 
blended data. The similar effects occur in the 
blended data with 10 irrelevant variables. Secondly, 
in the Abalone and Waveform dataset with 
irrelevant variables, the GASEN-BP is better than 
LARSEN-ELM at the cost of amounts of time, 
which proves that there are not any algorithms 
obtaining either the good robustness or high speed 
at the same time. 
  In general, we believe that our method is superior 
to the GASEN-BP because we have verified the 
goodness of LARSEN-ELM from different aspects. 
However, an important theoretical question is 
characterizing how different irrelevant variables 
affect robustness performance. We leave this 
question for further exploration. 
 
5. Discussions 
 
  We applied our algorithm into three main 
experiments. In the first experiment, we added 
1-dimensional Gaussian variable into a sum of two 
sines data. In the second experiment, we randomly 
added 7-dimensional Gaussian variables into four 
types of UCI datasets, so did the situation of 10 
dimensions in the third experiment. All the results 
proved that the performance of our method on 
robustness is superior to the ELM and other 
approaches like LSBoost for blended data. 
  We select Gaussian noise as irrelevant variables 
because of its common in the real world. In 
LARSEN-ELM, the blended data is effectively 
preprocessed by LARS selection, so the input of 
preprocessed data is more related to the output of it.  
Moreover, the selective ensemble employs the 
genetic algorithm to select the optimal subset and 
ensembles them, so the robustness of network based 
on the optimal subset is definitely improved. Of 
course, our method also takes advantage of high 
speed in ELM.  
  We believe, for blended data, the ELM has a 
weak performance on robustness. Although the 
GASEN-BP has improved this situation, the 
training time is so long that we can’t apply it into 
the real-time system. In contrast, our method has a 
good performance on robustness while keeping fast 
speed, so it has a great potential on real-time 
learning issues. 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
  The proposed methodology (LARSEN-ELM) 
based on the extreme learning machine performs 
better than the original ELM for blended data, 
because of variables selection performed by LARS 
selection and selective ensemble. Variables 
selection not only ensures our method work well 
but also improves the ratio of original input 
variables after preprocessing. Moreover, when 
compared with GASEN-BP, in our method, though 
selective ensemble is so time-consuming, the 
computational time of our method is largely 
reduced because we employ ELM as basic units. 
Further research will investigate other combinations 
between LARS and the extensions of selective 
ensemble for performance enhancement such as 
eLARSEN-ELM which evolves from the extension 
of selective ensemble idea (Zhou et al.) etc. 
Recently, we will investigate a new method: train 
several LARSEN-ELMs at first, then collect them 
to constitute a new network by some specific rule. 
It may be an interesting work to develop a 
hierarchical method which can effectively increase 
performance in the future. 
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